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Welcome to Imagination: Free Spirit I 

Imagination Style shows how to pair imaginative, inspired design with a specific 

digital scrapbook style and the techniques to make it happen. 

For this Imagination Style lesson, we’re starting a two-part journey through Free 

Spirit -- the art of playful creation that has ONLY one rule: there are no rules! Free 

Spirit layouts allow you to push past perfectionism and take risks you wouldn't 

normally feel comfortable taking on typical and more traditional scrapbook styles. 

We'll begin our tour of this amazing style at the heart of art journaling. 

We’ll explore the following techniques: 

• Explore the main characteristics of free spirit style design 

• Review inspiring scrapbook art and pull out design elements to use on our 

layout 

• How to start an art journaled page without having a starting point (a photo or 

story) 

• How to develop a painted page using digital embellishments 

• How to create a complex artistic substrate using a background paper and an 

artistic cluster 

• Understand why common blend modes cannot be used on painted layouts 

• And learn why uncommon blend modes should be used on painted layouts 

• Discuss how to use basic design placement to build an enticing layout 

Let’s get started! 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Introduction: Probing Questions 

Each month, before we jump into our photo-editors and create our project, I’ll share 

the images and the reasoning for what sparked my imagination for the Imagination 

Style lesson and our upcoming project lesson. Let’s take a look at the sixth board: IS: 

Free Spirit: Art Journaling on Pinterest. 

As we dive into each image, think about how the image could inspire your scrapbook 

design. Here are a couple of probing questions you can ask yourself whilst looking at 

each image: 

1. Design: What’s the base shape of the design? What can you identify as the 

foundation of the design that moves your eye around the page?

2. Photos: How are the photos added to the design? Are the photos in black and 

white or color? Are the photos shaped or manipulated in any way and if so how?

3. Color: How is color used on the page? Is there a color story? Neutrals? Accents?

4. Type: How is text used on the page? As information or as a design element?

5. Decoration: Is the image decorated in some way that could be interpreted as 

embellishing and if so how?

Probing questions move you past viewing a cool image to evaluating an image. You 

begin carefully considering all parts of an image and dissecting those parts so you 

can pull out what you need to inspire some part of your own scrapbook page. 
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Step One: Build the Artistic Substrate 

Most artsy, digitally painted layouts begin with the substrate — the substance or layer 

that underlies something, or on which some process occurs, in particular. For our 

substrate, we’ll use a simple combination of blendable clusters to create a unique and 

complex-looking artistic substrate. 
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a. First Steps 

i. Ready your supplies.  

• Class Kit: A Life of Purpose Kit by Tangie Baxter 

• Eraser Font (free): https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/Eraser. Please 

install this font BEFORE starting this project. Not sure how to 

install fonts? Find instructions for Mac Users here and for PC Users 

here. 

ii. Create a new empty workspace. Go to File > New: 12 x 12 inches (or 

your preferred size), 300 PPI, white background. Click OK. 

b. Create the Artistic Substrate 

i. Open and add the background paper. Navigate to the class kit and 

open: tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Paper_Solid_1.jpg. Add it to the 

workspace. 

ii. Place a large artsy cluster. Navigate to the class kit and open: 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Artsy_Cluster_1.png. Add it to the workspace. 

Use the Move Tool to reposition it in the bottom corner of the layout.  

iii. Duplicate and reposition. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL J to duplicate 

the larger artsy cluster. Use the Move Tool to reposition the cluster to 

the left side of the layout. Rotate the artsy cluster to create a different 

look. 

iv. Duplicate and reposition again. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL J to 

duplicate the larger artsy cluster twice. Use the Move Tool to reposition 

the cluster to a different part of the layout (it’s okay if the clusters 

overlap slightly. Rotate the artsy cluster to create a different look. 
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v. Apply a blend mode to the new artsy clusters. Apply a Lighter Color 

blend mode. 

vi. Create color variation using a different larger artsy cluster. Navigate to 

the class kit and open: tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Artsy_Cluster_3.png. Add 

it to the workspace. Reposition the new cluster in between layers in the 

Layers Panel to tease-out a creative look. 
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Step Two: Develop the Symbolism 

With our substrate complete, we’ll turn our attention to developing symbolism using 

objects like representative ephemera, motifs and colors to convey emotion and 

display feeling in our art journaled layout. 
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a. Add Flowers & Apply a White Shadow Stamp 

i. Open and add the flowers. Navigate to the class kit and open: 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Painted_Flowers_2.png, 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Painted_Flowers_3.png, and 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Painted_Flowers_4.png. Add them to the 

workspace. 

ii. Arrange the flowers appropriately. Use the Move Tool to reposition the 

flowers subjectively on the layout.  

iii. Duplicate and offset the flowers. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL J to 

duplicate each flower layer. Target the bottom layer of a flower and use 

shortcut keys CMD/CTRL T to move the layer slightly away from the 

flower. Repeat for the remaining flowers. 

iv. Apply a blend mode to the offset layers. Apply a Linear Dodge (Add) 

blend mode. 

v. Duplicate the offset white shadows. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL J to 

duplicate each offset flower layer. 

b. “Here Comes the Sun” Blend 

i. Open and add the water color circles. Navigate to the class kit and 

open: tangie_LifeOfPurpose_WatercolorCircles_1.png, 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_WatercolorCircles_4.png, and 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_WatercolorCircles_5.png. Add them to the 

workspace. 

ii. Arrange the circles appropriately. Use the Move Tool to reposition the 

circles subjectively on the layout. Arrange the circle layouts behind artsy 
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cluster layers for a creative look. Optional: Use the Move Tool to place 

the circles in a visual triangle around the layout. 

iii. Duplicate the sun layer and blend. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL J to 

duplicate the tangie_LifeOfPurpose_WatercolorCircles_1.png. Use 

shortcut keys CMD/CTRL T to increase the size. Arrange the new sun 

directly in front of the background paper in the Layers Panel. Apply a 

Darker Color blend mode.  
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Step Three: Wrap Up the Page 

Our last step is to add our bold title, tidy up our page and fill-in any leftover gaps for 

a complete artsy layout. 
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a. Insert Additional Artistic Clusters to Fill-In Gaps 

i. Open and add the additional painted and dimensional embellishments. 

Navigate to the class kit and open: 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Artsy_Cluster_4.png, 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Dotted_Transfer.png, 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Graffiti_1.png, and 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Paint_and_Scribbles_5.png and 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Graffiti_3.png. Add them to the workspace. Use 

the Move Tool to reposition and rearrange each creatively within the 

workspace. Try to fill-in empty gaps within the layout. 

b. Configure the Quote 

i. Select the right tool. Toggle the Horizontal Type Tool. Choose font: 

Eraser; font size: 72 pt; color: Hex code: #111111. 

ii. Add the text. Type the quote’s words on individual layers. 

iii. Arrange the text. Use the Move Tool to select each word and arrange 

appropriately around the layout. Try to position the type to flow around 

the pieces on the layout without looking disconnected.  

c. Finalize with a Border Scribble Overlay 

i. Open and add the overlay. Navigate to the class kit and open: 

tangie_LifeOfPurpose_Overlay_Scribbles.png. Add it to the workspace. 

Arrange it directly over the background layer in the Layers Panel. 

ii. Add a concealed layer’s mask. Hold the ALT key and click on the Add 

Layer Mask icon.  
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iii. Select and ready the right tools. Toggle the Brush tool and choose a 

Hard Round Brush; Size: 250 px. Change the Foreground Color Picker to 

White. 

iv. Reveal the border of the scribbles. Target the concealed layer’s mask in 

the Layers Panel and reveal portions of the scribble using the brush in 

the workspace. 

v. Duplicate, rotate and merge the scribbles. Use shortcut keys CMD/

CTRL J to duplicate the scribble layer. Use shortcut keys CMD/CTRL T 

and rotate the scribbles 90º counter-clockwise. Hold down the SHIFT 

key and target both scribble layers in the Layers Panel. Use shortcut 

keys CMD/CTRL E to merge the two scribble layers together. 

vi. Apply a blend mode to the overlay border. Apply an Overlay blend 

mode. 
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